Abstract. In this paper we propose a data source integration approach capable of uniformly handling different source formats, ranging from databases to XML documents and other semi-structured data. The proposed approach consists of two components, performing intensional and extensional integration, respectively; these are strictly coupled, since they use related models for representing intensional and extensional information and are synergic in their behaviour.
Introduction
The activity of integrating different data sources involves two different levels, namely the intensional and the extensional ones. As a matter of fact, these two forms of integration consider two different, yet complementary, aspects of the problem. In more detail, Intensional Integration [1, 4, 5] concerns with the activity of combining schemes of involved data sources for obtaining a global scheme representing all of them. Extensional Integration [2, 3] is the activity of producing (either virtual or materialized) data representing all instances present in the involved data sources. In [5] an intensional integration technique, based on a model, called SDR-Network [6] , capable of uniformly handling data sources with different representation formats, has been presented. In this paper we propose a technique for carrying out extensional integration of data sources with different formats. In order to uniformly represent and handle instances of involved data sources, our technique exploits a logic model, called E-SDR-Network, which is the counterpart, at the extensional level, of the SDR-Network conceptual model. The definition of an extensional integration technique, whose behaviour and reference model are strictly related to those ones relative to the intensional integration technique proposed in [5] , allows us to obtain, in the whole, an approach consisting of two components, synergically carrying out the intensional and the extensional integration, respectively. Interestingly enough, our extensional integration technique is also capable of handling null or unknown values. In addition, it is able to reconstruct, at the extensional level, the information sources which an integrated E-SDR-Network has been derived from; this important feature is directly inherited from the specific properties of the E-SDR-Network model. Last, but not the least, our technique is capable of producing consistent query answers from inconsistent data.
The E-SDR-Network Logic Model
The E-SDR-Network logic model extends, at the extensional level, the SDRNetwork conceptual model [6] , conceived to operate at the intensional one. An E-SDR-Network E N et(DS) representing, at the extensional level, a data source DS, is a rooted directed labeled graph:
E Net(DS) = E NS(DS), E AS(DS) = E NSA(DS) ∪ E NSC (DS), E AS(DS)

Here, E N S(DS) is a set of nodes, each representing an instance of a concept of DS. Nodes in E N S(DS) are subdivided in two subsets, namely, the set of atomic nodes E N S A (DS) and the set of complex nodes E N S C (DS). A node is atomic if it has no outgoing arcs, complex otherwise. Each atomic node N
is an instance of an atomic node of the corresponding SDR-Network and represents a value; it is identified by a pair [N, V ], where N is the name of the SDR-Network node which N A is an instance of, and V is the value which N A represents. Each complex node N C ∈ E N S C (DS) is an instance of a complex node in the corresponding SDR-Network; it is identified by a pair [N, I] , where N is the name of the SDR-Network node which N C is an instance of, and I is an identifier allowing to uniquely single out N C among all nodes of E N S C (DS).
E AS(DS) denotes a set of arcs; an E-SDR-Network arc represents a relationship between two E-SDR-Network nodes; in addition, it is an instance of an SDR-Network arc. An E-SDR-Network arc A from S to T , labeled L ST and denoted by S, T, L ST , indicates that the instance represented by S is related to the instance denoted by T . S is called the source node of A whereas T represents its target node. At most one arc may exist from S to T . The label L ST of A has been conceived for supporting the integration task. In particular, L ST is a set; if E N et(DS) does not derive from an integration task then L ST is equal to {E N et(DS)}. Vice versa, if E N et(DS) has been obtained from the integration of some E-SDR-Networks, then A derives from the merge of some E-SDR-Network arcs, each belonging to one of the E-SDR-Networks that have been integrated 1 ; in this case L ST is equal to the set of E-SDR-Networks containing the arcs which have been merged to obtain A. L ST plays a relevant role in the integration task since it stores information about the original sources of integrated data. It provides the extensional integration technique with the capability of reconstructing the original contents of data sources involved in the integration task; as we pointed out in the Introduction, this is one of the most interesting features of our technique.
Observe that any data source can be generally represented, at the extensional level, as a set of instances and a set of relationships among instances. Since E-SDR-Network nodes and arcs are well suited to represent both instances and their relationships, the E-SDR-Network can be used to uniformly model, at the extensional level, most existing data sources.
Extensional Integration Algorithm
Our Extensional Integration Algorithm takes in input: (i) a global SDR-Network SDR G , obtained by applying the Intensional Integration Algorithm, described in [5] , on two SDR-Networks SDR 1 and SDR 2 ;(ii) two E-SDR-Networks ESDR 1 and ESDR 2 such that ESDR 1 (resp., ESDR 2 ) is an E-SDR-Network corresponding to SDR 1 (resp, SDR 2 ). It returns a global E-SDR-Network ESDR G which corresponds, at the extensional level, to the global SDR-Network SDR G . The algorithm first examines all SDR G nodes; let N G be one of them. If N G derives from the merge of two nodes N 1 of SDR 1 and N 2 of SDR 2 , the algorithm determines the set of nodes EN Set 1 of ESDR 1 and EN Set 2 of ESDR 2 corresponding, at the extensional level, to N 1 and N 2 ; then it transforms all nodes of EN Set 1 and EN Set 2 so that they become instances of N G in ESDR G . If there exist two nodes EN 1 ∈ EN Set 1 and EN 2 ∈ EN Set 2 representing the same real world instance, they are merged for obtaining a unique ESDR G node EN G being an instance of the SDR G node N G ; arcs incoming to and outgoing from EN 1 and EN 2 are transferred to EN G . If N G derives from only one node N of either SDR 1 or SDR 2 , the algorithm determines the set of nodes EN Set corresponding, at the extensional level, to N and transforms each node EN i ∈ EN Set so that it becomes an instance EN G of N G in ESDR G . Arcs incoming to and outgoing from EN i are transferred to EN G . By applying these operations to all SDR G nodes, the algorithm constructs all nodes and arcs of ESDR G . After these operations, it could be possible that two arcs exist in ESDR G from a node EN S to a node EN T ; if this happens, they must be merged. The Extensional Integration Algorithm can be encoded as follows: The presence of arc labels in the E-SDR-Network logic model provides our algorithm with the capability to reconstruct, at the extensional level, the information sources which an integrated E-SDR-Network has been derived from. This is an important feature "per se", but it becomes even more relevant in that it allows to produce consistent query answers from inconsistent data. Indeed, the user can be requested to associate a reliability degree with each data source; whenever she/he poses a query involving inconsistent data, derived from different sources, those coming from the source which she/he has considered more reliable are taken. Finally, our algorithm is capable to handle null or unknown values. Indeed, whenever two complex instances, say EN 1 and EN 2 , relative to two E-SDR-Networks ESDR 1 and ESDR 2 , and representing the same real world instance, are merged for obtaining a global instance EN G of ESDR G , if EN 1 (resp., EN 2 ) has a property, say P , having a null or unknown value, and EN 2 (resp., EN 1 ) has a specific value, say V , for P , then V will appear as the value assumed by P into EN G . Interestingly enough, our technique allows to substitute the null or unknown value, which P had in EN 1 (resp., EN 2 ), with the value V , which P assumed in EN 2 (resp., EN 1 ). In this way it is able to restore the missing information relative to a given source taking part to the integration task.
